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Over at least the last few years—perhaps decades—the Overlords seem to have had a difficult time with recycling souls from the Between Life Area (the BLA) back to Earth. There are even those who suggest that the BLA has been shut down already, whether this is correct or not.

***

Either way, this will not cause any major problems for the Alien Invader Force (the AIF), from what it appears because in the nearby future the BLA will be obsolete and shut down anyway. The Singularity will take care of that, and we’ll explain how this is supposed to be done.

***

There is a video called, “How Close Are We to Downloading the Human Brain?” that was suggested by one of our YouTube visitors. This video has the purpose to further prepare us for the Singularity.

***

The video is explaining how scientists all over the world are working on being capable of scanning the human brain in full, so that the brain, including memories, can be copied from a person and put into another
body. To get us hooked on this idea, we are being told that by consenting to this, we can prevent our current biological bodies and brains to decay and die. According to the neuro-scientists that are being interviewed, they should, in a few decades, be able to make a complete digital copy of the biological brain and store it into a computer. Then, instead of having our personality die together with the physical body, the personality with all its memories will be transferred to this new, immortal digital brain.

***

What scientists say they are battling right now is whether they need to take consciousness into consideration, or if it’s enough to transfer only the brain. There are conflicting ideas about this, depending on which camp of scientists we ask. The conclusion by many scientists is that memories are just data, anyway, and therefore, it could be transferable.

***

Now, we need to remember that what they are telling us is not what is actually happening. On a higher level, scientists, and those who control them, know very well that we are consciousness, and that consciousness needs to be transferred, too, but they need to reveal things to us in gradients. Ariel and I are quite sure that they already know how to do all this, and if they could have it their way, they would start transferring digital brains and consciousness into artificial bodies immediately, but the information they are giving us is usually a few decades behind what they actually possess in form of technology—they simply need to slowly prepare us for what’s to come, so we can give them our consent. And if
they are talking about a few decades away, doesn’t that lead us to 2045, when the Singularity is planned to be complete in place?

***

Scientist are already aware that memories are not stored in the brain but in the DNA. And the DNA is stored in the body. Our 3D physical memories are our ancestral memories that we inherit from generation to generation—they are not soul memories because the soul has amnesia. However, the brain theory is what they mainly present to the public, giving us a dumbed down version. Also, if all their plans pan out, DNA, the way we think of it, will probably be obsolete. All memories of the entire human race will be in the Super Computer for everyone to access. Moreover, these memories can be easily manipulated.

***

Realistically, what they are planning is something quite different. Their primary carrot to lure us into the Singularity is to push the fear of death and the fear of sickness button on the public. Therefore, they mention in the video that the main purpose for all this brain research is to be able to cure cancer, behavior issues, Alzheimer’s, and other serious diseases, and if they can make us immortal in the process, that’s a bonus.

***

The first step to make us accept having an artificial body is to exchange damaged or sick biological body parts with artificial body parts, made up of nanobots. Once malfunctioning biological organs, such as livers and hearts, have been replaced with new body parts made from nanobots,
these body parts will become immortal. Thus, the medical field will soon be able to replace organ after organ as they start malfunctioning. This will, of course, soon be widely accepted because people will stop being so afraid of death. There will now be a cure for that.

***

Another thing that is promoted now is that scientists will soon be able to cure anxiety and depression with technology. Information about narcissism and codependency is currently going viral, and there is a reason for this—it’s by design. The Elite wants us to realize how mentally messed up we are, so they can come up with a solution. They propose that there is a way to shut off the emotions of anxiety and depression, so that each one of us will be able to live a happy and joyful life, without any negative emotions. It sounds like the horror movie, “The Stepford Wives.” If happiness and joy are the emotions we will constantly be expressing, we will be even more easily controlled because we can no longer perceive anything negative.

***

This is just the beginning—the Singularitists can’t wait until all body parts are exchanged in all people—the process is too slow. Therefore, they are now beginning to promote brain and consciousness transfer, and it’s all in line with the Super Computer they are creating, which I wrote about in my Singularity book. The new bodies they will create are going to be built completely with nano-technology. Thus, when our consciousness has been transferred into this new body, we will automatically lose everything that is biological, and the new bodies will be run by AI.
With this process in practice, the BLA will no longer be needed. Instead, our consciousness will be transferred directly into a new, artificial body here on Earth, i.e. the Overlords will create a mini BLA, where they easily can transfer souls between bodies, with people’s full consent. We believe that this will soon be accepted by most people on the planet. No one needs to be afraid of death anymore—all they need to do is to “go to sleep” for a moment and wake up in their new body with full recall. Once in their new body, there will be no more death—this body is designed to last forever, with our consciousness trapped within it. The bodies, according to Dr. Ray Kurzweil, will be self-healing because of the nano-technology they are made of will self-replicate if something goes wrong. Also, humans will be made asexual because procreation is no longer necessary, as there is no death.

As we can see, this has very little to do with the brain, although they use the brain scanning theory to entice us on a gradient. It is true that scientists need to know exactly how each organ in the body works to be able to reconstruct an artificial body, but they already know all this.

Also, in the video (see Description box below for URL), we are told that after the transfer, we will definitely live in a computer simulation. What they are not telling us is that we are already living in one—what they are promoting is just a step down, i.e. a new simulation, created to better control us and to bring us down to the density where the Overlords dwell.
A neuro-scientist in the video is telling us the following when it comes to how we will perceive this computer simulated “reality:” “What a computer simulation would be like is exactly what this current reality is for us.” Furthermore, we’re told, “If you want to experience the ‘real’ world, you have that choice—you can transfer into a robot. When we wake up, it should be like coming out of a surgery, where our memories return—same likes and dislikes.”

As the propaganda progresses over the next few years, most of the population will jump onboard, unless there will be a mass wakeup. The problem, from what it seems, is the fundamental religious people, who will probably refuse to accept this agenda. However, that’s what Think Tanks are for. In these Think Tanks, future plans are made. We are quite sure that they have already solved that problem. From the little we know, the fake alien invasion that has been discussed on the Internet for many years may very well be part of a scenario to bring religious people in. Following upon that will be the Second Coming. The rest is in the details.

The narrator of the video ends with saying that the brain transfer technology will take a long time to develop before it becomes a reality. Half-jokingly, and half seriously, he ends the video by saying, “…unless you're already there, and you watch this in a computer-simulated world, where nothing around you really exists.”